
Albany (WHN) Scandal has once again struck the Albany
Medical College following discovery of a three headed
Professor.  While the mere discovery of a three headed
Professor is not uncommon, an audit by the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) has discovered that Professor(s)
Mark Scott Ned Hermicus of the Division of Experimental
Pathology has been collecting three salaries for the last

three months.  In defense of this, Dr. Scott Hermicus,
speaking for all three heads, stated, “It is only fair that I,
excuse me, we get three paychecks since we teach three
different classes all at the same time.”  Students attending
the classes taught by Professor(s) Hermicus confirm this
story.  One unidentified graduate student stated, “Each head
teaches a different course, you can’t understand a thing!”
While the NIH is unconcerned about the ignorance of the
AMC graduate students, they are focusing on the fiscal
irregularities associated with Dr(s). Hermicus.

Interestingly, the guilt of Dr(s). Hermicus is in doubt
since 2/3 of the Professor were unaware of any criminal
intent.  According to NIH investigators, the Mark and Ned
heads were completely unaware that they were receiving
any salary.  Mark reports that each time Scott picked up the
paycheck(s) he got poked in the eyes and couldn’t see any-
thing.  Ned reported a similar story, though it involved the
excessive consumption of martinis.  When asked about the
ignorance of the Mark and Ned heads regarding their
salaries, Scott would only say. “Of course they’re ignorant,
they’re imbeciles.  Now, get out of our way you moron!”

Professor John W. Eaton, Director of Experimental
Pathology, states that he stands fully behind Dr. Hermicus
because, “It’s unnerving to have 3 heads, six eyes and one
body facing you.”   Besides that, Dr. Eaton states that
Professor(s) Hermicus is/are one(three) of the few suckers
he could get to move to Albany.
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Leningrad..or St. Petersburg...or Petrograd (WHN) Mrs. Acel A. Scott, the mother of WWoorrlldd  HHeeaaddlliinnee  NNeewwssWWoorrlldd  HHeeaaddlliinnee  NNeewwss Editor Mark
Scott, has reportedly fled the United States to the former Soviet Union.  While details are sketchy, reports indicate that her defection
was prompted by public ridicule for being the biological mother of Editor Scott.  Sources also indicate that the defection to Russia
came only after an extensive legal battle to "divorce" her son (Editor Scott) failed.  Following years of court battles, Mrs. Scotts
appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court was recently rejected because she was unable to find anyone else who would assume moral
responsibility for Editor Scott.  

When contacted in Russia, Mrs. Scott would only say, "Nyet, Nyet, Mark Scott, Nyet, Nyet!".  Famed Russian Interpreter Curly
Howard translated this to "Mark Scott? Nyuk, nyuk, nyuk, nyuk!"  As a consequence of Mrs. Scotts defection, President Boris
Yeltsin has filed a diplomatic protest with the United States.  Initial translations of the manifesto indicate that the basic message is,
"Mrs. Scott we like and will share our vodka with, but....Mark Scott is no welcome and gets no vodka, nyuk, nyuk, nyuk.  He is
worse than that Rostov guy!"
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Albania (WHN) A recent article in the Wall Street Journal (Oct. 27, 1993, page A1)
has raised concerns among the American Association of Entrails Producers (AAEP).
As reported in the Wall Street Journal, American dogs and cats are rapidly adopting a
Vegan (i.e., vegetarian) lifestyle.  Typical of the companion animals (the politically cor-
rect term for pets) abandoning animal based diets is Felix, one cool cat, from Clifton
Park.  Felix states that processed meat, whether canned or dry, is no longer politically
acceptable to his generation.  Carnivorous behavior is, according to Felix, “...a learned
behavior, not innate as some alley cats would have you believe!”  Felix further stated,
“I use to eat entrails, but something was missing, so I switched to free-range mice, but I
was still unfulfilled.  Finally, I tried lima beans with bean sprouts and let me tell you it
was purrrrrfect.”

The abandonment of a carnivorous lifestyle by so many companion animals has
caused panic amongst the AAEP.  Mr. Ned Ander-Thal, Spokesman for the AAEP
states, “Should dogs and cats in mass quit eating our guts, hooves, and cow lips, the life
blood of the entrails market in the U.S. will dry up.  Why, we’ll only be left with the
American hot dog market!” (Ed: this market accounts for >97% of the entrails pro-
duced in the U.S.). Because of the growing concerns among the members of the AAEP,

Hormel and Oscar-Myers have both recently
introduced a new product, Chunky StyleChunky Style
FrankfurtersFrankfurters™ . While the recipe is secret,
Mr Ander-Thal states that the AAEP has
solved the dilemma of what to do with the
hooves now that they are no longer being
used for companion animal feed.  Test market
results from Clifton Park, Troy, and Albany have all been very favorable.         

see related story: Jack-In-The-Box Offers New Entries!
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Mankind is on the brink of eradicating the terrible parasitic diseases of the past - malaria, filariasis and onchocercia-
sis - only to have them supplanted by higher parasites for which no therapy exists.  Higher parasitism - like low par-
asitism - works on the principle of something for nothing.

Here are  a  few examples  of  modern disease caused by higher  parasi tes :

• Administriasis. This horrible wasting disease is usually caused by Presidentiae vice, but sometimes by Deano associatum.
Victims find themselves craving cellulose.  Patients with this disease spontaneously aggregate and these large groups may enter
completely comatose states (termed ‘moribund commitification’).  Mental activity in these comatose victims is actually below that
of a typical southeast asian marsh bird.

• Tortiasis. Victims of this highly infectious disease are afflicted by a pecuniary diathesis.  The causal organism, Legalis eagalis,
is amplified in an intermediate host (Ratus gunnasue) which is also a parasite.  Interestingly, Legalis eagalis feeds only on well-
nourished hosts.

• Medicao inflatosis. This is a strictly nosocomial disease.  The causative organisms (originally isolated in Hungry), Socwrk
dicarund, is often associated with discharges of hospitalized patients.  Unlike diarrhea, this infection actually makes discharges
more difficult.

Fortunately, at least one antibiotic has been developed which shows promise for controlling these dread diseases -
Depressocillin

®
- which temporarily blocks transfer of nutrient from infected host to parasite.  Unfortunately, large

doses of the drug itself cause wasting of the host.
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